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France (French: ), officially the French Republic (French: République française, pronounced [?epyblik
f???s??z]), is a country whose territory consists of metropolitan France in Western Europe and several overseas
regions and territories. The metropolitan area of France extends from the Mediterranean Sea to the English
Channel and the North Sea, and from the Rhine to the Atlantic Ocean.France: France, country of northwestern
Europe. Historically and culturally among the most important nations in the Western world, France has also
played a highly significant role in international affairs for centuries. Its capital is Paris, one of the most
important cultural and commercial centers in the world.Unexpected and full of exuberant life, France is even
more than you could ever imagine. Revisiting tradition, cultivating creativity, savouring a unique lifestyle and
tasting every pleasure...France Tourism: TripAdvisor has 24,924,103 reviews of France Hotels, Attractions, and
Restaurants making it your best France resource.Explore France holidays and discover the best time and places
to visit. | France seduces travellers with its unfalteringly familiar culture, woven around cafe terraces, villagesquare markets and lace-curtained bistros with their plat du jour (dish of the day) chalked on the
board.Inequality Fuels Rage of ‘Yellow Vests’ in Equality-Obsessed France . France’s so-called yellow vest
protesters are animated by more than anger at the rich: They seek a protected and ...France France (fr?ns) A
country of western Europe. It was settled by the Franks after the retreat of the Romans, who had conquered
Celtic Gaul in 58-51 bc. Though Charlemagne incorporated it into his Empire of the West after ad 800, France
was eventually split into numerous fiefdoms and principalities, many of which were not incorporated into the
royal ...The voice of young France, Niska’s tunes boom from cars and shisha bars, and he’s worked with Skepta
and Diplo. So why do the US rappers at Paris fashion week bypass his suburb?The influence France has on the
world, both in the past and today, is difficult to overstate. Located in Western Europe, France is one of the
world’s oldest countries, and its reach extends ...Geography and climate. France is located in Western Europe.
France shares it’sborders with Belgium, Luxembourg, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Monaco, Andorra, and
Spain. France has two mountain ranges near its borders: the Alps in the east and the Pyrenees in the south.
There are many rivers in France, including the Seine and the Loire. In the north and the west of France, there are
low hills ... - France

